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Who we are

> Clarity is a dedicated team of passionate 
professionals helping businesses of all sizes 
create a sustainable path to operational 
excellence. 

 We blend accessible, practical knowledge 
with visual management tools to sustain 
your hard-earned improvements.
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Our Shared vision
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Our Vision
‘To be a globally recognised leader 
in Operational Excellence, creating 
sustainable success for every 
enterprise and individual we touch.’

Our Mission
‘To create visual workplaces and 
sharp processes, making them safe, 
efficient and engaging.’

Clarity’s formula for your Success:
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Who we work with
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Consultancy

Factory fit out Product
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What we offer

Comprehensive Visual 
Management Products to 
engage your staff, including:

> Visual Management Boards

> Cleaning Stations

> Tool Shadow Boards

Knowledge empowerment 
to drive Operational 
Excellence through:

> Consultancy

> Operational Excellence 
Academy

> Coaching & Training

Turn-key Visual Factory Fit 
Out Project Management, 
incorporating:

> Visual Safety Barriers

> Projected Floor Markings

> Floor Markings and Coatings

> Electronic Visual Management

Visual Management 
Products

Consultancy Lean and Visual Factory
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3D Approach > Our unique 3D approach 
supports a proven process 
incorporating the lean, 
visual and safe benefits of 
Operational Excellence.

 A guaranteed methodology 
for your project's success
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Discover
All projects are only as 
good as a thorough 
understanding of 
the desired outcome.
That's why all our 
projects start with an 
onsite assessment to 
understand your vision.
We then align this 
with Operational Best 
Practice to produce a 
clear project scope.

Design
Closely collaborating 
between you, our Lean 
experts and our team 
of designers, we will 
produce a carefully 
crafted project scope. 
Whether this is a 3D 
Visual Factory design, or 
a carefully crafted OpEx 
coaching program, our 
experience in Operational 
Excellence optimises the 
success of your project.

Deliver
Working with our 
carefully selected 
consultants and supply 
chain partners, we will 
transform your vision 
from design to reality.
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Visual Management Products
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Visual Management Boards
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At Clarity we offer a range of 
visual management boards to 
monitor and track the success 
of your daily operations, and to 
help implement Lean operating 
procedures:
> SQDIP Boards
> 5S Boards
> PTW Boards
> LOTO Boards
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Cleaning Stations
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All of our cleaning stations 
start as concepts based on 
the individual needs of you 
and your business.

Stainless Steel Holders

Mobile

Wall-mounted

Variety of Tools

Variety of Colours
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Tool Shadow Boards
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Our shadow boards are 
a simple solution with 
enormous potential to save 
time and promote tidiness, 
and therefore lean practices 
within the workplace.

Designed for your own tools

Machine Parts Storage Tool Control
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Lean and Visual Factory
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Visual Safety  
Protection Barriers
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Clarity Visual Safety 
Barriers provide protection 
for people, assets and 
equipment to create safe 
and visual conditions in 
the workplace.
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Projected Floor Markings
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Clarity Projected Floor 
Markings use the latest 
technology to provide 
highly visual and safe 
working environments.
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Floor Markings  
and Coatings
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Strategic Floor Marking 
creates order and 
patterns of work in your 
facility, which eliminates 
time wasted in searching 
within a work area.
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Electronic Visual Management
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> Remote reset 
function

> Customisable 
LED message

Bespoke Electonic 
Signage created to 
your requirements

Site Safety Boards

Lost Time Injury Boards

Interactive Status Boards
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Consultancy Packages
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Consultancy
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Clarity’s lean consulting service looks at your organisation 
in depth to maximise value and eliminate waste.
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Operational Excellence Academy
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Clarity’s Operational 
Excellence Academy 
brings together 
your team, our 
experience, and 
the collaborative 
power of visual 
communication to 
ensure a culture 
of Continuous 
Improvement 
is cultivated 
throughout your 
organisation.
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Coaching and Training
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Coaching
Providing mentorship 
to enable lasting 
culture change.

Training
Empowering your 
workforce with the right 
knowledge to ensure 
efficient operations and 
continuous improvement.
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What our 
clients say

The quality of 
the work they 
send… and the 
passion that 
they all share is 
second to none.
Mark Rosser 
Production Manager at E&R Group
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What our 
clients say

We get a first 
class product 
and a first class 
service.
Steve Underhill 
Operations Manager at Jotun Paints
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What our 
clients say We’ve tried 6S and continuous 

improvement on and off at 
this site with various different 
budgets and I would say that 
with Clarity, this is the first 
time that we have had buy-in 
from the top and throughout 
the business and it’s working 
better than we ever could have 
hoped for!
Steve Lomax 
Site Operations Manager, Crown Paints
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Clarity Visual Management Consulting

T 01482 296451
W www.clarityvisualmanagement.com
E info@clarityvm.com

Thank You!

  ClarityVM

  Clarity l Lean and Visual Management

#MakingLeanWork
#LeanIt
#ClarityVM


